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Last week...
We really enjoyed playing
in the mud kitchen, the
children were role playing
making food for their pets,
babies and families.

We made paper plate pigs
to go inline with our book
of the week ‘’a squash and
a squeeze’’ these will be
coming home for you all to
see.
The children made fruit
salad using the left over
fruit. They absolutely loved
being able to cut up the
fruit independently and
being able to choose what
fruit they would like. This is
something we will
definitely do again.

Important things to bring to Pre-School
There is a big emphasis in the revised EYFS for oral health and
healthy eating, it would be great if you could check your child's
lunch to ensure it is a well-balanced meal and is as healthy as
possible.
We go outside in all weather so please prepared with suitable
clothing. We have spare wellies and spare clothes for the
children if needed.

Sound of the week
we incorporate sound of the week within show and tell so please
could your child bring one thing in beginning with S to share with
us all. This is where we will concentrate on correct speech
formation and initial sound recognition

Number of the week
Our number of the week will be 4. We will be looking at number
recognition and representing 4 using both objects and markmaking.

Next week...
Our book of the week was
chosen by a child, they
have asked that it be
‘’Alan’s big scary teeth’’ –
this book talks about
kindness and emotions.
We will be doing activities
and crafts around our
book of the week and will
be discussing different
emotions and how we
feel.
We will also be talking and
doing activities about oral
health and how important
it is to keep our mouths
clean!
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Please can we ask that all children’s lunch boxes, snack pots, drinks bottles and clothing are
clearly labelled to avoid them being misplaced. It also helps us understand whose snack is
whose as it’s not always clear. We do have a child allergic to a certain fruit, so it is vital we are
extremely careful.
We would like to direct you to our website elsworthpreschool.org where we have information
on our new curriculum that began on 6th September. It is designed to enable all children to
develop in each area of learning at the right pace for them and is based on activities that cover
all areas of the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS). We aim to provide more information
over the coming weeks.
Wish List • Real Tea set/Crockery
• Paper plates
As we are sure you are aware Pre-School is a charity and relies in part on the goodwill of our
families' support, for which we are very grateful. To further improve the provision for your
children there are a few things we are looking for. We do not want you to purchase anything
but if you have things from our wish list that are destined for the recycling, compost or a charity
shop, it would be gratefully received at Pre-School.

